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Abstract  68 

Studies applying Free Water Imaging have consistently reported significant global increases in 69 

extracellular FW in populations of individuals with early psychosis. However, these published 70 

studies focused on homogenous clinical participant groups (e.g., only first episode or chronic), 71 

thereby limiting our understanding of the time course of free water (FW) elevations across illness 72 

stages. Moreover, the relationship between FW and duration of illness has yet to be directly 73 

tested. Leveraging our multi-site diffusion magnetic resonance imaging(dMRI) harmonization 74 

approach, we analyzed dMRI scans collected by 12 international sites from 441 healthy controls 75 

and 434 individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders who represent different 76 

illness stages and ages (15–58 years). We characterized the pattern of age-related FW changes 77 

by assessing whole brain white matter in individuals with schizophrenia and healthy controls. 78 

Quadratic and non-parametric curves were used to model between-group FW differences in 79 

averaged whole brain white matter. In individuals with schizophrenia, whole brain FW was higher 80 

than in controls across all ages, with the greatest FW values observed from 15 to 23 years of age 81 

(effect size range=[0.70-0.87]). Following this peak, FW exhibited a monotonic decrease until 82 

reaching a minima at the age of 39 years. After 39 years of age, an attenuated monotonic increase 83 

in FW was observed, but with markedly lower effect sizes when compared to younger patients 84 

(effect size range =[0.32-0.43]). Importantly, FW was found to be negatively associated with 85 



 3 

duration of illness in schizophrenia (p=0.006), independent of the effects of age. In summary, our 86 

study finds in a large, age-diverse sample that participants with schizophrenia with a shorter 87 

duration of illness showed higher FW values compared to participants with more prolonged 88 

illness. Our findings indicate that FW might be a reliable imaging marker of acute, extracellular 89 

processes which appear to occur predominantly in the early stages of schizophrenia.  90 
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Introduction 91 

Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) has proven to be a powerful tool for the in 92 

vivo interrogation of tissue microstructure in the brain. In particular, the application of dMRI 93 

approaches to the study of psychosis has contributed significantly towards a greater 94 

understanding of the biological bases of the illness [1–3]. These studies, which historically 95 

employed the Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) model and its associated metrics, specifically 96 

fractional anisotropy (FA), have consistently reported global alterations in white matter FA at all 97 

stages of the illness [1–5]. Many of these reports have interpreted the observed changes in FA to 98 

be indicative of a central role for white matter in the development of psychosis [1–5]. 99 

However, it is important to acknowledge that the dMRI signal is influenced by a variety of 100 

underlying biological constructs, ranging from inherent physiological differences such as 101 

myelination, axonal packing, and crossing fibers, to more pathological features like edema, 102 

demyelination, or axonal degeneration [6, 7]. While FA remains the most used dMRI measure in 103 

the field of clinical neuroimaging, the development of increasingly sophisticated dMRI models 104 

offers an avenue for the more refined investigation of the underlying biological elements that may 105 

contribute to changes in the dMRI signal. One such example is Free Water Imaging, an approach 106 

that deconstructs the dMRI signal into two compartments: an isotropic compartment measuring 107 

the relative amount of unrestricted water diffusion in the extracellular space (Free Water, FW) and 108 

a second compartment measuring the extent and orientation of water diffusion in or near cellular 109 

processes (quantified by Fractional Anisotropy of the Tissue, FAt) [8]. 110 

In the first application of Free Water Imaging in schizophrenia, Pasternak et al. (2012) 111 

identified significantly increased FW in both white and gray matter of recent-onset psychosis 112 

subjects [9]. More importantly, this initial report also showed that these FW increases exhibited 113 

high spatial overlap with reductions in FA [9]. Since then, four additional studies have identified 114 

increased FW in independent early psychosis cohorts [10–13], thereby calling into question 115 

whether the biological changes taking place in the early stages of illness are in fact driven by 116 
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structural changes in white matter, as previously assumed by earlier DTI studies [1–5]. All five 117 

published studies have observed FW increases in cerebral white matter [9–13], with two studies 118 

also observing FW elevations in gray matter [9, 11]. Moreover, two of these studies, Guo et al. 119 

(2020) and Berge et al. (2020) [12, 13], included longitudinal imaging follow-ups at 1 and 2 years, 120 

respectively, and showed that FW remains elevated after one year of illness [12], but begins to 121 

exhibit a gradual decline after two years of illness [13]. Conversely to early psychosis populations, 122 

studies of individuals in the chronic stages of illness do not show large or widespread increases 123 

in FW [14–18]. Instead, populations of people with chronic schizophrenia tend to show an 124 

attenuated FW pathology, suggesting that FW elevations may be more associated with the events 125 

surrounding illness onset. 126 

While previous work provides strong foundational evidence that elevated FW is present in 127 

the early course of schizophrenia compared to more prolonged illness, it has yet to be directly 128 

tested. This is because most studies examined participant cohorts at specific illness stages (i.e., 129 

first-episode, early course, chronic, etc.), thus limiting insights regarding FW changes across age 130 

and over the course of illness. To overcome this challenge, this study aggregates dMRI data from 131 

12 international datasets, resulting in a large age-diverse population of individuals across a range 132 

of illness durations. However, scanner-induced biases in the dMRI signal limit the ability to directly 133 

pool multi-site dMRI data. Therefore, we applied a dMRI data harmonization technique developed 134 

by our group to remove site-, sequence-, and scanner-specific effects from the dMRI data, while 135 

preserving inter-subject biological variability [19]. We have successfully validated and applied our 136 

harmonization framework in multiple studies [5, 20–26], including a recent study using FA, which 137 

revealed patterns of age-related white matter pathology in individuals with schizophrenia [5]. 138 

Here, we extend this work by applying Free Water Imaging to determine the contribution of 139 

extracellular FW changes to these previously reported FA changes across age and duration of 140 

illness in schizophrenia [5]. Based on previous studies, we hypothesized FW values will relate to 141 
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the duration of illness independent of age effects, such that participants with shorter illness 142 

durations will display higher FW values than those with prolonged illness.  143 

 144 

Materials and Methods 145 

Participants 146 

This study includes extant dMRI data collected from 12 international sites. Each location collected 147 

site-specific schizophrenia participant populations and healthy controls with similar distributions 148 

of age and sex. Imaging and clinical data from this harmonized cohort has been previously 149 

published [5, 20–22]. A detailed description of the data collection and subsequent quality control 150 

procedures performed to attain to the final sample for the present study can be found in the 151 

Supplement (Section: Data Collection and Quality Control). Our final sample included a total of 152 

875 participants; 434 individuals were diagnosed with a schizophrenia-spectrum disorder: 148 153 

females and 286 males, age range between 15 to 58 years with mean±std: 31.87±11.25 years, 154 

and duration of illness is 10.07±10.22 years. This study also included data from 441 healthy 155 

controls: 191 females, 250 males, age range between 15 to 58 years with a mean±std: 156 

31.18±12.68 years. All dMRI data were harmonized for joint analysis. See Table 1 for the 157 

description of site-specific samples and acquisition protocols.  158 

 159 

<Insert Table 1> 160 

 161 

Image Processing 162 

A standardized minimal preprocessing procedure was carried out for each participant across the 163 

12 sites as part of our earlier study [5]. This involved axis alignment and centering using the 164 

Psychiatry Neuroimaging Laboratory pipeline: https://github.com/pnlbwh/pnlutil. Next, FSL’s 165 

eddy-current correction was applied to correct dMRI data for eddy-currents and motion artifacts 166 

[27]. Brain masking was performed with the brain extraction tool (BET)[28]. 167 
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All preprocessed dMRI data was harmonized using our rotation invariant spherical 168 

harmonics (RISH) approach [5], thereby removing nonlinear scanner and sequence differences 169 

present across the 12 sites. We note that this method has been selected as the best performing 170 

approach in a harmonization community challenge [29]. Our method is directly applied to the dMRI 171 

signal. Further, it can robustly harmonize dMRI data from multi-site studies with different b-values, 172 

spatial resolution, and the number of gradient directions [19]. This method requires one scanner 173 

to be selected as a reference and the remaining sites are harmonized to the reference. The 174 

Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH-1) site, containing the highest scanning quality and largest 175 

sample size, was selected as a reference site. DMRI data from the remaining 11 sites were 176 

mapped to the reference site (see Table 1 for the list of all sites). To accomplish this, a subset of 177 

at least 16 controls in each site was matched to the controls from the reference site on age and 178 

sex to learn a nonlinear inter-scanner mapping between the dMRI data. This matching process 179 

was designed to remove only scanner-related effects across sites, while still preserving the 180 

biology- or disease-related microstructural changes in the dMRI data. The mapping between the 181 

datasets is described using a RISH basis, which represents different microstructural tissue 182 

properties that are independent of the orientation and provides the ability to reconstruct the 183 

harmonized dMRI signal. Hence, at the final stage of the harmonization process, the RISH-based 184 

mappings were applied to all participants, including those with schizophrenia, at each site to result 185 

in harmonized dMRI data. This was applied to each of the 11 sites independently to map each 186 

dMRI data at each site to the reference.  187 

Using the harmonized dMRI data, FA was estimated and registered to the standard FA 188 

template in MNI space using the Illinois Institute of Technology Atlas version 4.1 [30]. FW was 189 

also computed from the harmonized dMRI data using the method described in [8] and then 190 

transformed to the standard template using the transformations calculated for FA. Finally, the 191 

average FW was computed for the whole brain white matter (as defined by the Illinois Institute of 192 

Technology Atlas) in MNI space. 193 
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  194 

Statistical Analysis 195 

 196 

(1) Overlap in the distribution of age and duration of illness. The association between illness 197 

duration and schizophrenia participant age can be difficult to disentangle because they are 198 

assumed to be highly correlated. However, it is an important distinction to make, particularly in 199 

the case of late-onset illness (i.e., participants who are chronologically older yet have a shorter 200 

duration of illness) or early-onset illness (i.e., participants who are chronologically younger yet 201 

have a longer duration of illness). Since our sample includes both early- and late-onset 202 

participants, we made the assumption that age and duration of illness are jointly observed 203 

independent variables. To quantify the similarity between the age and duration of illness 204 

distributions, we applied two approaches: (i) Pearson’s correlation coefficient; (ii) Bhattacharyya 205 

Coefficient [31, 32]. Pearson’s correlation can provide a complete description of the association 206 

when the variables are normally distributed. On the other hand, Bhattacharyya Coefficient [31, 207 

32] is a distribution-free overlapping index that can robustly measure the similarity between the 208 

distributions of two independent variables; therefore, it is a preferred index for assessing non-209 

normally distributed independent variables. The Bhattacharyya Coefficient yields a 0 when there 210 

is no overlap between the two distributions and yields a 1 for complete overlap.  211 

 212 

(2) Age-related FW trajectories in schizophrenia and in healthy individuals. The majority of 213 

previous studies utilizing the Free Water model in populations of participants with schizophrenia 214 

predominantly observed widespread and/or anatomically diffuse FW pathologies [9, 10, 12–16]. 215 

As such, we focused our analysis on characterizing the trajectory of averaged whole brain FW 216 

values in individuals with schizophrenia and healthy controls as opposed to evaluating individual 217 

tracts. After running goodness-of-fit tests on multiple parametric (Poisson, gamma, linear, cubic) 218 

and non-parametric models (smoothing splines), the model with the highest adjusted r2 was 219 
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selected as the best-fitted model, resulting in as a quadratic model. Therefore, age-related FW 220 

trajectories were modeled with quadratic regression as follows [33]: 221 

𝐹𝑊 = 𝑣! + 𝑣"	𝑑𝑥 + 𝑣#	(𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 𝛼) 222 

              					+𝑣$	(𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 𝛼)	𝑑𝑥 + 𝑣%	(𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 𝛼)" 223 

									+𝑣&	(𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 𝛼)"	𝑑𝑥 + 𝜅 + 𝜖  224 

v1 models the whole brain white matter FW value in schizophrenia, v2 models the additional 225 

contribution of controls, v3 models the linear relationship between age (centered around the age 226 

𝛼) and FW in individuals with schizophrenia, v4 models the additional linear relationship in 227 

controls, v5 models the quadratic relationship between age and FW in individuals with 228 

schizophrenia, and v6 models the additional contribution of the quadratic term in controls. dx is 229 

the categorical variable for diagnosis: controls (0), individuals with schizophrenia (1), 𝜅 represents 230 

sex (any interaction with age^2, age and dx was included in the model), and 𝜖 is the error term. 231 

The regression model was independently fitted with age centered at 15 and 58 years in yearly 232 

increments (𝛼). The v2 term was used to determine if the differences between individuals with 233 

schizophrenia and controls are significant. v4 and v6 were used to assess if there were significant 234 

group differences in the association with age and age^2, respectively. Finally, we computed the 235 

effect size (Cohen’s d) of the between-group FW differences at each age to assess the magnitude 236 

of differences. To estimate the age of minima/maxima and confidence interval (CI) at 97.5% and 237 

2.5% quantiles, quadratic curve fitting was repeated using a bootstrapping procedure with 5000 238 

iterations. 239 

 240 

(3) Age-related standardized (z-score) FW trajectories in schizophrenia and healthy 241 

controls. To investigate further age-related differences in FW values between individuals with 242 

schizophrenia and healthy controls, we used a sliding window approach to estimate the 243 

standardized FW values at each age. To this end, we first calculated the mean (𝜇) and standard 244 

deviation (𝜎) of FW values in healthy controls at each age window: 245 
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 246 

𝜇(𝑖) = 	∑ 𝐹𝑊(𝑗)()*+/"

-.(/*+/"
𝑁(8 	,  247 

𝜎(𝑖) = 	9 : ;𝐹𝑊(𝑗) − 𝑚𝑢𝐹𝑊(𝑖)>"()*+/"

-.(/*+/"

𝑁(?  248 

 249 

where 𝑖 = [15, 16, 17,… , 58]	𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠.  𝑁( = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠	𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤	𝑜𝑓	𝑎𝑔𝑒, and 250 

ws is the window size. A window size of 5 years was applied to each age between 15 and 58 251 

years, such that only participants within an age window contributed to standardized FW estimate. 252 

We note that the window size of 5 was selected heuristically. Supplementary Figure 1 presents 253 

participant counts (Ni) for each age with a window size of 5 years, as well as window sizes of 3 254 

and 7 for comparison. Next, using the mean and standard deviation trajectories computed from 255 

healthy controls, we standardized the FW values of each participant, including the individuals with 256 

schizophrenia, by normalizing the raw FW value: 257 

 258 

𝑧𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐹𝑊(𝑘) = 	 ;𝐹𝑊(𝑘) − 𝜇(𝑖)> 𝜎(𝑖)⁄ 	, 259 

𝑘	refers to the index of any participant with the age i. Finally, similar to the trajectory analysis on 260 

the raw FW values as described in section Statistical Analysis 2, we modeled the z-score 261 

trajectories and computed Cohen’s-d effect sizes and significance levels to quantify between-262 

group differences in standardized FW estimates at a given age.  263 

 264 

(4) Illness duration effects on whole brain white matter FW in schizophrenia. As described 265 

in the previous section, standardized FW values (z-scores) model the FW alterations in individuals 266 

with schizophrenia relative to the normalized FW trajectories of controls. Standardized FW values 267 

can also allow us to explore relationships between FW and schizophrenia-specific parameters 268 

(i.e., duration of illness) which are not present in controls. Standardized FW estimates were 269 
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modeled along duration of illness (doi) in the schizophrenia group as follows to ascertain illness 270 

duration effects on whole brain FW levels in schizophrenia: 271 

𝑧𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝐹𝑊 = 𝑤! +𝑤"	𝑑𝑜𝑖 + 𝑤#	𝑑𝑜𝑖" + 𝜅 + 𝜖 272 

where w1 models the FW in the schizophrenia group, w2 models the linear relationship between 273 

duration of illness and FW in individuals with schizophrenia, w3 models the quadratic relationship 274 

between duration of illness and FW in individuals with schizophrenia, κ represents other 275 

covariates such as sex and age, age2 and their interactions with duration of illness and ϵ is the 276 

error term. 277 

 278 

For validation purposes, we also tested a non-parametric model by applying smoothing splines 279 

for the unbiased estimate of age-related and duration of illness-related z-score trajectories. 280 

Confidence Interval (CI) at 95% of the smoothing spline curve was estimated using a 281 

bootstrapping procedure with 1000 iterations. The estimated curve of the smoothing spline was 282 

compared with the quadratic models of age- and duration of illness-related z-score trajectories.  283 

 284 

Results 285 

 286 

Demographics. 287 

Our study examined harmonized dMRI data from a large group of individuals with schizophrenia 288 

and age-matched healthy controls (Table 1). Supplementary Figure 2 depicts the age distribution 289 

of the participants with schizophrenia and healthy controls, as well as the sex distribution as a 290 

function of age and duration of illness. Supplementary Figure 3 depicts the distribution of duration 291 

of illness as a function of age. We observed a high positive correlation between age and duration 292 

of illness (Pearson’s r = 0.8033). Meanwhile, the Bhattacharyya Coefficient, which was used to 293 

quantify the overlap between age and duration of illness distributions, yielded an overlap of 0.61, 294 

indicative of a moderate overlap [31,32]. Given that both age and duration of illness followed non-295 

normal distributions, Bhattacharyya Coefficient is a more suitable index to measure the similarity 296 
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of the distributions. As a result, we modeled FW changes over age and duration of illness 297 

separately in the subsequent steps of the analysis to disentangle their effects on whole brain 298 

white matter FW. 299 

 300 

Age-related FW trajectories in schizophrenia and in healthy controls. 301 

The age2 was found to be significant (p value of v5=0.0013), thus the quadratic regression model 302 

was considered to provide the most parsimonious explanation of the relationship between FW 303 

and age. Figure 1 (Left) shows trajectories of whole brain FW in individuals with schizophrenia 304 

(blue line) and controls (orange line) for the entire cohort plotted over the 43 year-period (between 305 

15 and 58 years) using the quadratic model (refer to Supplementary Figure 4 for the 306 

nonparametric model, which yielded similar outcomes). Overall, there was a significant FW 307 

difference between schizophrenia and control groups for several parameters in our model: v2 308 

p<=0.00013 (v2 represents the differences between individuals with schizophrenia and controls); 309 

v4 p<=0.0018 and v6 p<=0.0023 (v4 represents group differences in the linear association of age; 310 

v6 represents group differences in the quadratic association of age). The model parameters for 311 

age association in controls and for sex were not significant (v3 and κ; p>0.05). In individuals with 312 

schizophrenia, whole brain FW was higher compared to the controls across the entire age range. 313 

From 15 to 23 years old, FW elevations were most pronounced, but also followed a monotonically 314 

decaying trajectory until reaching a minima at the age of 39 ± 5 years. This was followed by a 315 

monotonic increase with a slower rate of change in FW in the later ages (39 to 58 years). On the 316 

other hand, across the entire age span (between 15 and 58 years), the whole brain FW in the 317 

controls showed a lower and a relatively stable pattern compared to the individuals with 318 

schizophrenia.  319 

 320 

<Insert Figure 1> 321 

 322 
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Differences in standardized FW age-related trajectories between individuals with 323 

schizophrenia and healthy controls. 324 

Figure 1 (Right) presents trajectories of standardized FW values in schizophrenia and controls 325 

(refer to Supplementary Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively for the nonparametric model and 326 

scatter plot of FW). Standardized FW values followed similar trajectories as the raw FW values. 327 

The largest FW estimates in schizophrenia (z-score > 1) were observed between 15 and 23 years 328 

of age with statistical significance of between-group differences (v2; p<=0.00012). We also 329 

observed large effect sizes for between-group standardized FW differences in younger individuals 330 

with schizophrenia (15 to 23 years; effect size range = [0.70 0.87]; Figure 2). However, with 331 

increasing age, effect sizes decreased monotonically until 39 years of age. After 39 years old, the 332 

effect size trajectory followed an increasing trajectory, yet with slower rates in the older individuals 333 

(39 to 58 years old effect size range = [0.32 0.43]) when compared to younger individuals (23 to 334 

39 years old effect size range = [0.43 0.70]; Figure 2).  335 

 336 

<Insert Figure 2> 337 

 338 

The relationship of duration of illness and standardized FW in individuals with 339 

schizophrenia. 340 

We examined the relationship between standardized FW values (z-scores) and duration of illness, 341 

independent of age effects, in individuals with schizophrenia. The relationship between 342 

standardized FW estimates and duration of illness was significant (p=0.006) and was negative 343 

and linear in nature (see Figure 3). Hence, regardless of age, participants with schizophrenia with 344 

a shorter duration of illness showed higher FW values compared to participants with prolonged 345 

illness. 346 

<Insert Figure 3> 347 

 348 

Discussion 349 
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The present analysis leverages harmonized dMRI data to characterize whole brain FW values 350 

across age and duration of illness in individuals with schizophrenia. We find that, when compared 351 

to age-matched controls, greater FW is observed in individuals with schizophrenia between 15 352 

and 23 years of age. Greater FW is also found in those individuals with schizophrenia who have 353 

a shorter duration of illness when compared to those with longer illness. These data suggest that 354 

the earlier stages of illness in schizophrenia may be characterized by pathologies that affect the 355 

extracellular space. Our work directly aligns with previous reports and a recent meta-analysis [34] 356 

showing widespread FW elevations in early course schizophrenia populations [9, 10, 12, 13]  and 357 

an attenuated FW pathology in individuals with a longer duration of illness [14–18]. This study 358 

expands upon those previous studies using our well-matched sample of healthy controls and 359 

participants with schizophrenia, thus enabling us to characterize the relationships between FW, 360 

age and duration of illness, separately. Moreover, given the limited number of Free Water imaging 361 

studies investigating extracellular FW pathologies over time, our findings demonstrate that FW 362 

elevations persist for longer than previously observed [12, 13]. 363 

Earlier studies investigating white matter with traditional dMRI approaches have reported 364 

progressive reductions in FA across the course of illness in people with schizophrenia [3, 33]. In 365 

fact, our recent work utilizing dMRI harmonization to characterize age-related trajectories of whole 366 

brain FA in 1092 participants with schizophrenia and controls closely aligns with these earlier 367 

reports [5]. Reductions in FA were observed across all stages of illness, potentially indicating the 368 

presence of a continuous pathology that worsens with age and increased illness chronicity, with 369 

the greatest reductions observed in the oldest participants [5]. In the present study, however, we 370 

see that the relationship between FW and age exhibits a very different pattern from those 371 

observed in FA. Specifically, the differences in FW between participants with schizophrenia and 372 

controls show two distinct periods of time with significant elevations. The greater of the two were 373 

found in the younger participants, the majority of whom have a shorter duration of illness. This 374 

finding may have clinical utility for two key reasons.  375 
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First, the early stages of the illness, specifically those surrounding the onset of overt 376 

positive symptoms, represent a critical window for diagnosis and therapeutic interventions. 377 

Several studies have shown that successful treatment during this time can minimize illness 378 

chronicity and help to reduce the incidence of psychiatric relapse in people with psychosis [35, 379 

36]. However, there are presently no imaging markers that are specifically affected in the early 380 

stages of illness. Most imaging metrics exhibit a similar pattern to FA, such that deviations from 381 

healthy tend to become more protracted with greater illness duration and older age. As such, FW 382 

appears to be unique, making it a potentially promising candidate for an early-stage imaging-383 

based marker. In fact, parallel work performed in this sample by Elad and colleagues (2021) 384 

showed that FW was the most effective metric in the majority of the white matter regions to 385 

differentiate participants with schizophrenia from controls with a subject-level classification 386 

machine learning approach [21]. Thus, we propose that the FW metric, in concert with the arsenal 387 

of other key imaging measurements used to study psychosis, could be developed further for future 388 

use in a clinical setting. 389 

Second, given that greater elevations in FW appear to take place concurrently with, or 390 

immediately after, the onset of psychotic symptoms, a more complete understanding of the 391 

biological elements contributing to this extracellular pathology may provide novel insights into the 392 

pathophysiology of schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. Early reports argue that the elevations in 393 

FW found early in the course of illness are more likely the result of immune activation or 394 

neuroinflammatory processes. While this is difficult to validate in humans directly, several studies 395 

provide evidence to support this claim. More specifically, Di Biase and colleagues (2020) found a 396 

significant positive correlation between FW and plasma levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokines 397 

IL-6 and TNF-a in a large cohort (n=199) of people with schizophrenia [23]. Another such example 398 

is the previously mentioned study by Lesh and others (2019) [11], which reported a significant 399 

inverse correlation between glutathione, one of the major antioxidants in the human body with 400 

known anti-inflammatory properties, and FW in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in early-stage 401 
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participants with schizophrenia. Finally, preclinical support can be found in another study by Di 402 

Biase and colleagues (2019) [37], where the authors observed significant elevations in FW in 403 

rodents who were prenatally exposed to the viral mimic polyriboinosinic-polyribocytidylic acid 404 

(Poly I:C) when compared to rodents prenatally exposed to saline. Interestingly, the elevations in 405 

FW occurred during the post-pubertal period of rodent development (postnatal day 90) [37], a 406 

period that coincides with the onset of structural and behavioral differences in the poly I:C MIA 407 

model [38]. While none of the aforementioned studies demonstrate direct evidence for a 408 

relationship between central nervous system inflammation and FW, when taken together, we 409 

believe there is mounting and convergent evidence to suggest that the observed elevations of 410 

extracellular water early in the course of the illness may have an immunological or inflammatory 411 

basis. Future studies investigating the relationships between FW and other validated biological 412 

indicators of immune activation, such as levels of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines in 413 

cerebrospinal fluid [39–41], are warranted to solidify these claims. 414 

As discussed earlier, we previously applied Free Water Imaging to several populations 415 

with longer durations of illness [14–18] and primarily observed more limited FW elevations when 416 

compared to those observed in early-stage participants. The present study supports earlier 417 

findings that differences in FW elevations between participants with schizophrenia and controls 418 

diminish with increased age. We expand on these findings by showing a gradually decreasing 419 

linear relationship between FW and a longer duration of illness. It is important to note, however, 420 

that the differences in FW between the two groups significantly increase again between the ages 421 

of 39 and 58 years of age. We propose that this increase is more likely attributable to tissue 422 

atrophy as both biological processes, atrophy, and immune activation, have been shown to lead 423 

to increases in isotropic diffusion in the brain [6]. While white and gray matter tissue loss has been 424 

a consistent neuropathological finding in schizophrenia [42–44], it has yet to be elucidated the 425 

degree to which this loss is the result of the illness, chronicity, stress, aging processes, cumulative 426 

medication effects, or a combination of several disease-related factors. Several meta-analyses 427 
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have shown that gray matter tissue loss takes place during the early stages of illness [45–47]. 428 

However, a similar consensus has not been formed for white matter. White matter tissue loss has 429 

been more commonly observed in chronic populations [3], while participants with a shorter 430 

duration of illness tend to show more focal differences in specific tracts such as the corpus 431 

callosum, fornix, and cingulum [2, 3]. Moreover, given that many of the previous imaging studies 432 

utilized tools available at the time, mainly DTI, it remains difficult to interpret the biological 433 

implications of the reductions in FA that have been previously reported. However, given the 434 

available evidence, we suggest that the modestly increased FW in the older (>40 years of age) 435 

participants is more likely the result of tissue atrophy in the white matter as a result of several 436 

disease-related processes [20]. 437 

This study has several limitations that are necessary to note. The primary limitation is that 438 

the sample consists of cross-sectional dMRI data, which we utilize to characterize age-related 439 

changes in FW values. Longitudinal designs offer a more direct examination of maturational and 440 

aging trajectories, yet the assessment from youth through late adulthood is currently more feasible 441 

with cross-sectional studies. For example, one of the advantages of our study is that both of our 442 

study populations include participants ranging from 15 to 58 years old, which provides us with an 443 

opportunity to run the analysis by limiting the age bias on our data. We note that longitudinal 444 

datasets can be added to the cross-sectional populations in future studies using dMRI data 445 

harmonization. Still, it will be important for the analytic approaches to consider key factors specific 446 

to longitudinal studies, in particular missing data [48, 49]. Similarly, all dMRI data included in this 447 

sample are single-shell acquisitions (i.e., one single b-value). With the single-shell data, Free 448 

Water imaging relies on spatial regularization and may be biased by T2 effects, as well as by 449 

perfusion and pseudo-diffusion effects from the blood [50]. The availability of multi-shell 450 

acquisition protocols (i.e., more than one b-value) will represent a critical next step for furthering 451 

our understanding of the FW trajectories in people affected by illnesses with psychosis. It is also 452 

important to note that due to an insufficient amount of clinical data within the discrete age windows 453 
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for medication exposure and symptom severity, we could not successfully implement our 454 

statistical models to evaluate the impact of these critical disease factors on whole brain FW in 455 

white matter. At present, none of the previous Free Water imaging studies in psychosis reported 456 

a significant relationship between white matter FW and current medication dosage. However, Guo 457 

and colleagues (2020) did see a trend level increase in gray matter FW in the schizophrenia 458 

population who were treated compared to those who were antipsychotic naive [13]. More 459 

importantly, no study has yet to investigate the relationship between FW and cumulative 460 

medication exposure in individuals with schizophrenia. Given the controversy regarding the 461 

potential impact of antipsychotic medications on the brain, particularly white matter (see [51]), it 462 

remains a critical issue that has yet to be fully explored. Similarly, there has yet to be consistent 463 

findings in the literature regarding the relationship between FW elevations and clinical symptoms. 464 

While there were differences regarding which clinical inventories were being used across studies, 465 

no studies focusing on individuals with schizophrenia observed a significant correlation between 466 

symptom burden and FW. Finally, the functional consequences of FW elevations in people with 467 

psychosis, is still unclear. In our earlier work, we proposed that FW elevations may represent an 468 

“acute brain response” that may, in the short term, be related to improved outcomes [10]. This 469 

finding needs to be replicated and cannot be assessed within the context of the current study. 470 

However, future studies should aim to answer these outstanding questions, as they may provide 471 

clues to the biological nature of the FW elevations and a potential future translation to a clinical 472 

setting.  473 

In conclusion, our study provides strong evidence that FW is most significantly elevated 474 

in younger people with schizophrenia with a shorter duration of illness. It will be important to 475 

understand further the potential clinical utility of this measure and continue to explore the 476 

biological components contributing to the observed extracellular pathologies. In this work, we 477 

demonstrate that enabling pooled large-scale analysis of psychosis neuroimaging datasets has 478 

noteworthy scientific benefits, including the opportunity to characterize brain changes along the 479 
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lifespan of individuals at different disease stages. The application of a consistent pre-processing 480 

pipeline with a robust harmonization approach across sites provides a unique opportunity to 481 

analyze the data as if it were to come from a single scanner. Future studies should aim to include 482 

harmonized data from large publicly available imaging datasets that focus on younger and/or 483 

typically developing populations, such as the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development study, in 484 

addition to clinical high risk for psychosis populations [52–59]. Large scale analysis of these 485 

combined populations will provide information about events occurring prior to illness onset and 486 

may improve our understanding of potential risk factors that increase the probability of developing 487 

psychotic symptoms, such as traumatic experiences, substance use/abuse, genetics, prenatal or 488 

early developmental exposure to infections, and/or stress. Finally, and in summary, our study 489 

provides strong evidence that FW should be explored as a potential neuroimaging-based marker 490 

of early brain changes in individuals with schizophrenia. 491 

  492 
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Figure Legends: 678 

 679 

Figure 1. Age-related whole brain white matter FW trajectories. Quadratic regression was 680 

used to infer age effects on Raw FW values (Left Figure) and Standardized FW values (Z-scores) 681 

(Right Figure) from whole brain white matter. Means (solid lines), 95% confidence intervals 682 

(dashed lines) and standard deviations (shaded region) are shown. Z-scores were computed 683 

using sliding window analysis. See Statistical Analysis Section 2 and 3 for more details of the 684 

analysis steps. 685 

 686 

Figure 2. Effect size at each age of coefficient v2 from the quadratic model. Colored circles 687 

represent the significant differences between individuals with schizophrenia and controls 688 

(represented with the coefficient v2 in the quadratic model). We observed large effects for 689 

between-group standardized FW differences in younger individuals with schizophrenia (15 to 23 690 

years; effect size range = [0.70-0.87]). With increasing age, effect sizes followed a monotonically 691 

decreasing pattern until 39 ± 5 years of age, then followed a monotonic increase in effect size 692 

with a slower rate of change in the older individuals (>39 years) when compared to younger 693 

individuals (<39 years).  694 

 695 

Figure 3. Duration of illness vs. z-score trajectory of patients. The relationship between 696 

standardized FW estimates and duration of illness was significant (p=0.006) and was negative 697 

and linear. Patients with a shorter duration of illness showed higher FW values compared to 698 

patients with prolonged illness.  699 
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Table Legends: 700 

 701 

 702 

Table 1. Demographic and diffusion MRI acquisition information for all sites, and the harmonized 703 

diffusion MRI data parameters (i.e., harmonized diffusion MRI data b-value=1000 s/mm2 and 704 

spatial resolution=1.5 mm3) that were selected based on the common b value across studies and 705 

optimal spatial resolution. 706 

 707 

Supplementary Figures. 708 

 709 

Text Summary: Supplementary Figures includes the distribution of age and duration of illness 710 

data, as well as provides support to the statistical model and analysis steps. 711 

Supplementary Figure 1. The number of subjects used in window size = 5 at each age for the 712 

sliding windows analysis. Window size= 3 and window size = 7 distributions are also provided for 713 

comparison purposes. 714 

Supplementary Figure 2. (Left) Age distribution for patients and controls; (Right) Age distribution 715 

per sex; (Bottom) Histogram of duration of illness for female and male schizophrenia patients. 716 

Supplementary Figure 3. Duration of illness and age distribution for comparison. 717 

Supplementary Figure 4. Smoothing spline models: Average whole brain white matter FW 718 

trajectories of patients (blue) and controls (orange) within a standard deviation (shaded region) 719 

and 95% confidence interval (dashed line around the mean curve). The FW trajectory of the 720 

patients represents the FW deviation of patients from the healthy population. 721 

Supplementary Figure 5. Smoothing spline models: Z-scores of average whole brain white 722 

matter FW trajectories of patients (blue) and controls (orange) within a standard deviation (shaded 723 

region) and 95% confidence interval (dashed line around the mean curve). The z-score trajectory 724 

of the patients represents the FW deviation of patients from the healthy population.  725 

Supplementary Figure 6. Scatter plot of z-score of each individual from patients and controls 726 

groups. 727 

 728 
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Supplementary Data Collection and Quality Control 729 

Text Summary: Due to large data overlap between our earlier study published in Molecular 730 

Psychiatry and the proposed study, we provided details of diffusion MRI data collection and data 731 

quality control for each study in the Supplementary Data Collection and Quality Control. 732 



Figures

Figure 1

Age-related whole brain white matter FW trajectories. Quadratic regression was used to infer age effects
on Raw FW values (Left Figure) and Standardized FW values (Z-scores) (Right Figure) from whole brain
white matter. Means (solid lines), 95% con�dence intervals (dashed lines) and standard deviations
(shaded region) are shown. Z-scores were computed using sliding window analysis. See Statistical
Analysis Section 2 and 3 for more details of the analysis steps.



Figure 2

Effect size at each age of coe�cient v2 from the quadratic model. Colored circles represent the
signi�cant differences between individuals with schizophrenia and controls (represented with the
coe�cient v2 in the quadratic model). We observed large effects for between-group standardized FW
differences in younger individuals with schizophrenia (15 to 23 years; effect size range = [0.70-0.87]).
With increasing age, effect sizes followed a monotonically decreasing pattern until 39 ± 5 years of age,



then followed a monotonic increase in effect size with a slower rate of change in the older individuals
(>39 years) when compared to younger individuals (<39 years).

Figure 3

Duration of illness vs. z-score trajectory of patients. The relationship between standardized FW estimates
and duration of illness was signi�cant (p=0.006) and was negative and linear. Patients with a shorter
duration of illness showed higher FW values compared to patients with prolonged illness.
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